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AMMONIUM NITRATE STORAGE 

182. Hon TOM HELM to the Minister for Mines: 
Further to question 1213 of 31 May 2000 about the storage of ammonium nitrate - 

(1) Is the minister satisfied that his information is correct? 

(2) How is this confirmed?   

(3) Is the minister now aware why there is no obligation to publish emergency procedures? 

(4) Would the minister advise if emergency procedures have now been published? 

(5) If yes, who has copies of the published emergency procedures? 

(6) Is the minister still convinced that bund walls are not required?   

(7) Has the fencing been replaced, or is it still absent for extensions?  

Hon N.F. MOORE replied: 
The member has asked me a number of questions about whether I am satisfied with particular things.  Since the 
question arrived I have not had time to satisfy myself about the issues raised.  The Department of Minerals and 
Energy is satisfied that the information provided in the past is correct.  I suggest that the member place the 
question on notice and I will provide a response after I have had a chance to satisfy myself about these issues.   

KWINANA MOTORPLEX PROJECT, FUNDING 

2. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Sport and Recreation: 
(1) Is further funding required to complete the Kwinana motorplex project and, if so - 

 (a) how much; and  

 (b) from where will it be supplied? 

(2) Is the final design of the motorplex the same as was shown to members of Parliament during briefings? 

(3) If not, is the complex largely made up of transportable buildings? 

Hon N.F. MOORE replied: 
(1)-(3) I have not been able to find out some of the details of this answer.  Rather than ask the member to put it 

on notice, I suggest he ask it tomorrow.  By then I will have had the opportunity to discuss two parts of 
the questions with the officers involved.   

 


